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On Friday Afternoon, I left the building quite late after working on your calculus reviews. As I walked
to my car, I passed by the building and was struck in the head by a falling object. Sadly, it was my
calculator costume, a cherished memory from my first year teaching Calculus. As I picked up the remains
I discovered a note glued to one of the scarps of cardboard. lt read:

Help me determine the identity of the perpetrator. Solve the previous problem in this space. To
eliminate a suspect, sum the digits in the ones and tens place, then subtract the digit in the hundreds
place and cross off the name that corresponds to that number on the list.
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Eliminated suspect: # 1

I was afraid not to solve the problem. I pulled a piece of paper from my bag, hurriedly scratched off a
solution and located the brick. I hopped into my car and squealed out of the parking lot.
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When I woke up the next morning, I decided the previous day's episode must have been a silly prank. So
I returned to schoolto plan Monday's lesson. Of course, since it was Saturday after L pm, the building
was locked so I had to work in the stinky old 700 building. lt was an extremely hot day for April but the
roomwasniceandcoolinside" Atleast,itwascoolintheroom atfirst.Butaslworked,lrealizedthat
the air conditioning must have been shut down because the room just got hotter and hotter by the
minute. I tolerated it for about an hour and then, unable to stand it any longer, I packed up my things to
leave. ltried to open the doorof the room, but itwas jammed. Then a note appeared underthe door.
Here's how it read:

Eliminate another suspect: lt's the digit that appears in your answer twice. (Your answer should be
rounded to three decimal places)
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I solved the problem as quickly as I could and slid it under the door. But I guess I wasn't fast enough.
Here's the note I got back:

At that point I started to panic. I thought to myself, "Maybe I can get through the window." But the
window turned out to be jammed too, and I had nothing to break it with but my bare fist. Finally, the
door clicked open. I looked out the window and saw a lone figure running off toward the track. I

dropped everything, ran out the door, and made a beeline for my car. As I climbed into the driver's seat
the door automatically lockedlThere on the steering wheelwas...l bet you can guess...another notel I

turned the key and...nothing.

Eliminate two more suspects. You must find exact answers (radical, fraction, T, etc NOT DECIMALS) and
then do the following.
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For question #L, take the value of the whole number outside the radical.
For question #2, take the denominator of your answer.
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I worked furiously because I just wanted to get out of there. When I got my answers I beeped my horn
and a big white flag unfurled from tree across the street where the chickens live. Here's what it said:

I ignored the incorrect use of "you're" because within seconds, the motor of my car turned on. I gunned
the engine and sped off. Much to my dismay, the CD player came on automatically and I heard the
words in a creepy Jigsaw-esque voice:

Congratulations! You have a score equalto your lQ. You need a bigger challenge. Since
you can't write and drive at the same time (or walk and chew gum eitherl) you have to

do this one in your head. Look out the window of your car. you didn't have any
identifying feature on your car's antenna so I carved a parabola out of the cover of your

teacher's edition. Notice how nicely it spins around the antenna in the wind, you old
windbag. Find the volume of this solid of revolution if the equation of the parabola is
x = 1 - y2 and the antenna is the y-axis. Write your answer on the windshield with

lipstick. lt better be there by the time you cross Tocayo or you might just end up in the
Tijuana River going for a swim.

Efiminate another suspect. You must find an exact answer (radical, fraction, 7r, erc NOT DECIMALS).
Divide your denominator by three to eliminate another suspect.
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Eliminated suspect:# 5
This was easy for me because I had worked that very problem just the night before while I was doing
pre-bedtime calculus, and I had the answer memorized. I fumbled through my purse for lipstick. I only
had one color...Oompa Loompa Orange. I scribbled my answer on the windshield. I crossed Tocayo and
then I heard a siren and saw flashing lights in my rearview mirror. The border patrol agent who pulled
me over and said "Lady, are you drunk?!? Why are you writing numbers on your windshield in that
beautiful color lipstick? " I told him I was being tormented by a lunatic calculus student who locked me
in the nasty 700 building threw my giant calculator on me and "pimped" my ride. He said "step out of
the vehicle and walk this line." After a humiliating couple of minutes walking backward and forward on
the side of the road, the cop let me go with this warning, "Lay off the pills lady."

Very good, you old bag. you,re
answers are correct. Get outta here!



Eliminate another suspect: Take the first digit of the sum of the three answers
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Finally, I arrived home and pulled into my driveway. Exhausted, I dragged myself up to the front door
and found a note hanging on the knob. Here's what is said:
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I went inside and securely bolted the door. I was relieved to find nothing out of place and my precious
dogs unharmed. I went into the kitchen for a cup of tea to soothe my nerves. lgulped it down and
chased it with a delicious funnel cake. I sat down at the kitchen table and saw, for the first time, two
packages. Kim buys a lot of stuff on amazon, but these didn't look like amazon packages, one was
wrapped and tied with shiny pink ribbon shaped like this:

The other was shabbily constructed with aluminium foil. I was afraid to open either one. Then I saw the
writing on the ribbon...

"This is ridiculous," I thought "How do they even know about the Folium?" I started to reach for the
other package when I looked up to see that the culprit had drawn a mustache and devil horns on my
beautiful oil painting, I couldn't help but think what EVIL student had done this to me.
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Eliminate another suspect: Add the numerator and denominator of your answer.
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So I worked the problem. I didn't know what would happen to me (or my dogs, perhaps my cat would be

threatened next?) if I didn't do it. I taped my answer to the window and waited. Nothing happened, so I

figured it was safe to open the other box. Underthe aluminum foil lfound this note:

Eliminate another suspect: To the nearest dozen, how many cookies are in the box?
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I was sick of this game. I knew the police would never believe me, and out of desperation I was gaining

courage. I decided to take matters into my own hands. I turned out the lights and went upstairs to the
balcony; I opened the door a wee bit and peered around the yard. No one was in sight but I was sure the
punk was nearby. I exited quickly with my ninja skills and swiftly flipped over the balcony and down into
the yard. With my excellent night vision I was able to make out the outline of a body up against the front
wall of my yard. Being a ninja I knew all about estimating rates and distances.
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I knew if a beam of flashlight were aimed at the wall it would form a cone whose altitude would change
at the same rate that I approached the wall. lf the volume of the cone of light was decreasing at a rate of A,f

-16cubicfeetpe|second,|figuredtheradiusbeamwouldincreaseatarateor@F'
decrease at 6 ft/:ec. I asked myself " to be---

/1or all of these facts to come together and illuminate him (or her??) in an-Q ft radius of light?" ! ,. _ ,9- u>f Yt- .

Use your answer to eliminate another suspect.
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Eliminated suspect: # b

I got within 5 ft and - to my dismay - I had miscalculated. My tormentor sprang up and ran off into the
night. And that was the end of my ordeal.

I have related this tale to you, hoping that you might be able to help me discover the identity of my

assailant. lf you followed my tale and possess the mathematical skills to answer all the problems

correctly, you will now know the identity of the culprit and be a true calculus nerd I

Who dun it?


